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IS THERE ANOTHER APPROACH?
gers: Dogs Kearney OAM, Cogs Cogswell MM and ex 3
RAR Norm Bell, all keen to try the common sense approach.
Background. The effect of stress illness resulting
from those exposed to combat is well known. Of late we
have witnessed the well-publicised suicides of a number
of male veterans who have opted for the short term solution to a long term problem. It is a tragedy because these
deaths were unnecessary. Apart from the obvious grief
caused by such cases there are many individuals and
families living a less than fulfilling life because of the illness. Estimates put those immediately affected by the
illness at about 10% of those who are exposed. This figure will grow to over 45% as time passes. Vietnam studies established that along with effect on partners, the intergenerational impact on children of veterans was also
severe with their suicide rate being three times the national average. We should not relax to address this problem.
We from that era lived the experience and noted the
changes in our mates. It caused some of us to seek information on what was being done to remedy this. The
answers were not encouraging with the common solution
for those who were identified being endless one on one
counselling and pharmacology.
So a few of us decided there must be a better way to
change behaviour than take psychoactive drugs while

Male camp Boondandilla

Jump forward nine years:

Trekker 2016

The Foundation. Trojan’s Trek Foundation is recognised
as a not for profit charity, has gift deductible status and is
run by a board of eight directors with a part time executive officer. It was established to assist younger male and
female veterans suffering from military induced stress
illness and operates in SA and QLD. First responders
have also attended. The experience provides a valuable
adjunct to clinical alternates. The foundation has a productive relationship with RSL Care SA, RSL QLD, Bolton
Clarke (was RSL Care QLD), the Primary Heath Network
SA, Veterans SA and a host of support from small corporates and service clubs. I also single out the personal
financial support from another ex Tiger, ‘Buddy’ Budden
(see page 20).

explaining to a person who had not been there what is
was like. This was the start of an initiative to assist in the
management of the illness. We, along with gamblers and
alcoholics realise that culture specific advice delivered by
credible individuals could change behaviour and the way
they think and interact. So Trojan’s Trek was born in the
SA RAR Association Club in 2009. I was fortunate in
having a few erudite and experienced veterans to assist
me set and operate the concept. They were 5 RAR Ti-

Design. The trek, sometimes described as the start of
a journey in life, is the primary business of the Foundation. The treks are vehicle mounted and provide the setting and conditions under which participants will experience a lasting positive shift in personal values and interpersonal relationships. The thrust of the program is condition self-management which results in a better, more productive life. The course provides credible, personal, high
impact advice delivered by individuals who have experi(Continued on page 2)

“If I wasn’t here, I know I would
not live to see Xmas.”

THIS COULD BE YOUR LAST TIGER TALES
The 5 RAR Association Membership dues became payable on 28 February of
this year. If 2017 is shown, to the right of your surname, on the address sheet
of this Tiger Tales you are currently an unfinancial member. Please see page 17
for further details.
Currently there are more than 25% of our members and Post-Vietnam NOK who
have not yet renewed their membership.
5 RAR Association Website

www.5 RAR.asn.au

Webmaster: Edmund ‘Ted’ Harrison
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2017 WARR-KHAN TROPHY

IS THERE ANOTHER APPROACH
- Cont.

(Continued from page 1)
enced similar frustrations to those of the participants.
Attendance is free.
Differences. Most individuals will benefit from some
form of follow-up treatment on completion. A number
return to top up their endeavor. The differences between
this program and conventional treatment may be summarized as follows:

CPL Darryl Hooper became the tenth recipient of the
Warr-Khan Trophy when it was awarded in Darwin.
The Warr-Khan Trophy, ’Vietnam Task’ and ’The Year Of
The Tigers’, books of the Battalion’s Tours of Vietnam,
were presented to CPL Hooper by our President Roger
Wainwright, on Friday 10 November. Darryl was undergoing pre-deployment training in Townsville and returned for
the presentation held at the Battalion Ball.

 It is culture specific.
 It encourages group identity and results in the formation of support groups.
 It involves veteran to veteran delivery.
 It utilizes the remoteness of the bush as part of a “live
in” experience.
 It is independently evaluated using standard psychosocial instruments, and
 It focuses on individuals transferring from “victim to
gentle warrior”.

Roger Wainwright, CPL Darryl Hooper, CO LTCOL Paul Shields
MBE and RSM Sean Ransome at the presentation.

CPL Hooper’s Citation for the Award follows.
‘For meritorious devotion to duty as a patrol commander
in Reconnaissance and Sniper Platoon, Support Company, the 5th Battalion, the Royal Australian Regiment.
Throughout his service in the 5th Battalion, the Royal
Australian Regiment, Corporal Hooper has demonstrated
a meritorious devotion to duty, exemplary humility and
selflessness. His bias for action, and great tenacity in
seizing the initiative to lead and develop his men while
being a Reconnaissance Patrol Commander and Section
Commander for the Duke Of Gloucester Cup has been of
the highest standard. CPL Hooper’s exceptional levels of
professionalism and superior conduct has enabled the
unit to generate a strong performing section, improve the
ability for the Battalion to master dogmatic soldiering skills
and develop highly resilient and versatile reconnaissance
patrols in the field.

Boiling the billy.

Evaluation. The program was independently evaluated by UniSA in 2012 and 2013 and the results were presented at the Australasian Military Medicine Conference
(AMMA) in Adelaide in November 2014. The findings
established new benchmarks for peer support. Each trek
is evaluated by Flinders University and maintains the excellent outcomes of earlier studies. The philosophy is
sound and may have wider application within the military
and other organizations. A longitudinal study supervised
by the UniSA investigated the long term benefits on individuals. The study established that the positive impact of
the trek were exhibited after nine months.

He demonstrated excellent judgement, discipline and
leadership as a Reconnaissance Patrol Commander on
the Battlegroup Warfighter Exercise, which enabled superior intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition and reconnaissance effects to be delivered to the Ready Combat Team. CPL Hooper has been instrumental in the development of the Battalion Simulation Dome, enabling
high quality, easy access simulation training for the Battalion. CPL Hooper has rigorously seized opportunities to
develop himself and his men in preparation for Duke of
Gloucester Cup, resulting in his section dominating the
combat shooting components of the competition.

Infomation.
Contact me, moose@trojanstrek.com
0408 088 886 or you can check out the web site, go to
http://www.trojanstrek.com/

These achievements reflect CPL Hooper’s meritorious
dedication to duty and superior initiative and leadership,
regardless if a task is above his worn rank or without
precedence. His attitudes and behaviours indicate that he
can overcome physically arduous and mentally challenging missions without falter and will always lead from the
front.

Moose Dunlop OAM
OC 4 Pl 1969/70

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
There are some interesting articles in
this final 2017 edition of Tiger Tales.
Firstly, I draw your attention to the article on the rear cover by our co-Patron
and Head of Corps BRIG Jake
Ellwood. It gives an interesting summary of the direction in which our
corps is heading and the particular
roles of the RAR battalions on the
modern battlefield. The article by the
CO and RSM on Page 4 provides a
succinct summary of the activities of
Roger Wainwright
the tiger battalion over the past 12
months when it has led the Ready Battle Group for the
Army. It gives a feel for the digital Tiger Battle Group and
the extent of international engagement the battalion has
experienced. The articles by the various sub-units are
welcome and provide interesting background as well. The
battalion will shortly embark on a well-deserved extended
leave period.
In mid-November, Brian Budden and I visited the battalion
and were extremely well looked after. I presented Dennis
Rainer's family medals "on loan" to the battalion (see article Page 17) and at the battalion ball presented the WarrKhan Trophy for 2017 to the most outstanding junior NCO
in the battalion. The winner this year was CPL Darryl
Hooper, a member of the Reconnaissance and Sniper
Platoon. He is a fine and motivated NCO who no doubt
has a bright future. The Warr-Khan Trophy has become
the main award in the battalion's year and being presented early in the evening of the battalion ball gave the
whole battalion with partners the opportunity to view the
event and recognise CPL Hooper's achievement.
Brian and I also had a re-look at the museum and were
given a "soldiers five" on the Bushmaster Protected Mobility Vehicle which will be organic to the battalion. In a
nice touch at a battalion parade, the CO also presented
Brian with a plaque and recognised our first life member’s
sterling service to both the battalion and the association
over a long period of time.
I would like to thank LTCOL Paul Shields for his friendship and support of our association during his time in
command. Paul is moving to Germany to undertake a
new career so we wish him, his wife Evelyn and their family our best wishes for the future. LTCOL Travis Gordon
assumes command on 24 November and we look forward
to working with him in coming years. I will be meeting
LTCOL Gordon in the next week or so. His biography is
on Page 6.
In October I attended the AGM and National Council
Meeting of the RAR Association in Melbourne. I will highlight the key outcomes at our own AGM in Sydney on Friday 1 December. The Colonel Commandant announced
that significant activities to commemorate the 70th anniversary of the RAR will be held in Canberra around 23
November 2018. These activities will include a national
parade of all colours of the Regiment at the Australian
War Memorial, a dinner with the RAR Foundation and the
RARA national conference. All CO's and RSM's will be
attending. Our committee will consider the feasibility of
having our 2018 5RARA AGM at the same time.

I again thank our committee members for another year of
support. Some of them work particularly hard and have
done so for many years to keep our Association running. I
can advise you that although our numbers are dwindling,
the Association remains in good shape both financially
and administratively. Our key challenges are still the recruitment of younger veterans and a sound succession
plan to keep the Association vibrant.
My best wishes to all members and the extended tiger
family for the coming festive season.
Roger Wainwright

FIRST WORLD WAR QUIZ

Q. What is the botanical name of the Aleppo
Pine, the tree in the Memorial’s ground raised
from a pine cone from a log found on Gallipoli?
A. Pinus halepensis.

Fellow tigers,
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Echoes of Remembrance
Is the face of that fallen soldier
who once lived, laughed and cried
still as crystal-clear in your mind today-as it was on the day he died?
--Do the echoes of his kindly voice
that only you can hear,
sometimes seem to softly whisper
“Remember, I’m still near ”
--Did the war in which he fought,
shatter your dreams and hope,
and stay in your life forever
making it extremely hard to cope?
--Did you leave words of love unspoken
secretly locked away in your heart,
a heart now too long broken
by the thought you’re forever apart?
--Listen to the breeze at night
and as it whispers his name with a sigh,
remember the precious times you shared
and his memory will never die.
Robert Kearney ©
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FROM THE BATTALION

LTCOL PAUL SHIELDS, MBE and WOI SEAN RANSOME
Tiger Battalion has continued to maintain Army’s high
readiness footing over the last 12 months leading the
Ready Battle Group (RBG) whilst also completing numerous sub-unit commitments, inclusive the successful deployment of C Company to Iraq as part of Task Group Taji
4. The Battalion has now effectively transitioned the RBG
role to 1 RAR, and has entered a busy period of ‘Reset’
with our focus shifting quickly to operations with the short
notice preparation and pending deployment of A Company (composite group) to Iraq as part of Task Group Taji 6.
The Battalion has remained very active across our international engagement efforts with the Marine Rotational
Force Darwin (MRF-D), the Indonesian Army on Exercise
WIRRA JAYA and AUSINDO RHINO, as well as leading
Exercise SOUTHERN JACKAROO with Companies attached from the US Army, USMC and Japanese Ground
Self Defence Force. While 2017 has been a very challenging year for the Battalion, the focus on readiness,
deployments and the prospects of consolidation over
2017-18 are very welcomed.
2017 commenced again at pace with B Company and
Battalion Headquarters forward command elements being
deployed to Townsville and attached to the Deployable
Joint Force Headquarters (DJFHQ) and 3 Brigade during
the Ready Combat Team (RCT) certification activity. The
B Company RCT commenced the exercise by lodging into
Townsville for a subsequent Airmobile operation to seize
an enemy held airfield as part of the joint force entry operations under command DJFHQ. BGHQ and the RCT then
supported a 3 Brigade link up, digital regrouping and forward passage of lines. This was a significant milestone,
demonstrating the increasing maturity, tactical and technical ability of the digital Tiger Battlegroup. The 5 RAR
Signals Platoon has certainly grown significantly in capability and were central to integrating and regrouping digital
communications on the march, from strategic networks to
DJFHQ in Brisbane to tactical connections with 3Bde in
the field. The RCT was then re-deployed to Darwin just
before Tropical Cyclone Debbie made landfall with 3 Bde
reorientating for domestic disaster support.

5 RAR conducting airmobile operations with MRH90s.

The Battalion supported four significant international engagement activities this year. The first was Exercise
SOUTHERN JACKAROO, a tri-lateral exercise conducted

at Mt Bundey in May. This saw the Battalion working
closely with Japanese Ground Self Defence Force, US
Army and US Marine Corps elements. This was a great
opportunity to improve cultural and tactical integration
with regional allies in the tough terrain and demanding
environment that Mt Bundey has to offer. This exercise
culminated with a Battle Group Defensive Live Fire, supported by M1A1 Tank, Mortars, Defence Fire Support
Weapons (DFSW), Medium artillery and Cobra Gunship
support by day and night.
The Battalion re-deployed in quick time back to Mount
Bundey Training Area (MBTA) for Exercise TALISMAN
SABRE (North) through June and July. 5 RAR was attached to a Special Purpose Marine Amphibious Task
Group, based on USMC 4th Regiment and tasked to expel enemy forces from ‘Kortabodor’. This exercise saw
implementation of the now familiar integration with USMC,
with D Company completing an air assault operation using Marine MV-22 Ospreys and C-130 Hercules to secure
the Mt Bundy airfield as part of the joint force entry operation. The Battalion then conducted a Relief in Place with
MRF-D V3/4, call-sign Darkside, testing our ability to conduct coalition enabling actions in a contested battle space
before clearing Mt Bundey within boundaries.
Battlegroup Tiger operated as a flanking Unit to V3/4
Darkside which provided an excellent opportunity to test
the interoperability of coalition communications through a
series of complex airmobile operations and urban clearances at the Regimental level. Exchanges at Platoon level were conducted between the Battalions and both enjoyed the experience, however, after the novelty wore off
from eating US MREs, all 5 RAR soldiers were heard to
be praising the humble Combat Ration One Man (CR1M)
– ‘jack rations’, with the lucky few locating the Battalion’s
CR1M reserve for consumption.
While the main body of the Battalion returned home, B
Company pushed on to conduct Exercise Koolendong.
This Battalion level exercise was hosted by the MRF-D at
Mt Bundey and saw B Company manoeuvring against
their USMC and French Land Army from New Caledonia
counterparts in a dynamic “Hunger Games” style activity
where every move was overseen from the MRF-D Battalion CP – unfortunately this was not broadcast on ESPN
by our US allies. MAJ Bernsmann and his Company performed very well, laying some adept ambushes and maintaining strong defences. MRF-D CO, Lieutenant Colonel
Middleton did not award a public victor, however confided
that B Company had performed excellently and was his
intuitive pick for best on ground.
September saw our last two major international engagements with B and D Companies both providing soldiers to
deploy to Bandung Indonesia and operate with 201 Mechanised Battalion TNI. This saw the completion of Exercise
AUSINDO RHINO and Exercise WIRRA JAYA with 5
RAR representing Army and the ADF exceptionally well.
The activities have continued to strengthen the Battalion’s
established relationships with the TNI, and have provided
a great opportunity for our soldiers to develop their cultural and ‘man-dancing’ capabilities. Brigadier Ellwood represented the Army and participated in the final exercise
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and cultural activities, and after his third observation of
Exercise WIRRA JAYA, reported this was the best yet
with ‘unprecedented levels of engagement and integration,’ all ably led by D Company HQ. The conditions were
set for this activity with 5 RAR building integral tactical
and strategic Indonesian language skills, however, the
success of the exercise all came down to the great attitude and approach of our soldiers in working with other
nations.
C Company returned from Task Group Taji IV in August
after a very successful deployment. As many of you may
have seen Iraqi Forces have recently liberated Mosul
from ISIS control. C Company’s excellent work throughout their deployment in training and mentoring the Iraqis,
no doubt contributed to this victory. Our Iraq contingent
certainly greatly appreciated the support packages from
the 5 RAR Association while they were deployed. C Company has now returned to Binh Ba Lines and have effectively reintegrated into the Battalion after a very successful operation, making a big impact by winning the Battalion Blood Week inter-Company sports competition. Clearly C Company has been working hard during their deployment to Iraq.
At short notice in September, 5 RAR stood up the force
protection and training element for deployment to Iraq as
part of Task Force Taji VI. This grouping was made up
from a Platoon from B, D and Support Companies, led by
the newly promoted ADJT, MAJ R.D. Dale, and placed
under the flag of A Company 5 RAR. A Company have
completed over seven weeks training with the 2nd Cavalry Regiment in Townsville and will commence their deployment to Iraq from November. We wish them well on
what will most certainly be another successful deployment.
As many of you are aware May 2017 was a very tragic
and difficult time for the Battalion. We tragically lost two
members, PTE Bryce Muscat and PTE Jason Challis. We
remain deeply saddened by the losses of PTE Muscat
and PTE Challis and continue to extend our condolences
and support to their families and friends. On behalf of the
Battalion, I would like to thank the 5th Battalion Association and its members for all the support that has been
provided throughout this period, in particular the members
who were able to attend the funerals in Perth and Geelong. I remain incredibly proud of the manner in which our

soldiers and veterans have supported the Muscat family,
Brandich and Challis families in their time of loss. The
Battalion will always remember those who have served
and those that have lost their lives in training and on operations.

5 RAR Soldier conducting urban clearance on Ex Southern Jackaroo.

After a very busy Ready year for the Battalion, our Reset
period will provide a great opportunity for consolidation
and some well earned leave over the Christmas stand
down. We wish our A Company 5 RAR Tigers the very
best for their deployment to Iraq, and a safe return. The
5th Battalion will transition command to Lieutenant Colonel Travis Gordon on 24 November 2017. It has been an
absolute honour and privilege to serve in the Tiger Battalion as a Platoon, Company and Battalion Commander.
The Tiger Battalion will line up for 2018 with a new team
and a focus on our continued transition to Motorised Infantry Battalion under PLAN KEOGH, with our soldiers
engaged in strengthening their individual, section and
platoon level capabilities.
Duty First
LTCOL PB Shields, MBE
Commanding Officer

WO1 S Ransome
Regimental Sergeant Major

PACKAGES FOR DEPLOYED TROOPS
5 RAR will have 85 personnel deployed over Christmas with TGT VI in Iraq. Please ensure that any
Christmas packages sent are gender neutral. The
packages must be forwarded by Friday 8 December
to the following address:
Any Soldier
TGT VI
AFPO 20
Australian Defence Forces
Sydney NSW 2890

SGT Jansz pushes his Platoon forward on Ex Talisman Sabre.

Another effective way for you to show your support is
to send an e-mail message to the troops. These messages of support are circulated widely to Australian
personnel, at: supportthetroops@defence.gov.au
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LTCOL TRAVIS GORDON
- INCOMING CO OF 5 RAR
Lieutenant
Colonel
Gordon
joined the Australian Army in
1997. He graduated from the
Australian Defence Force Academy in 1999, the Royal Military
College – Duntroon in 2000 and
was commissioned into the Royal Australian Infantry Corps.
Lieutenant Colonel Gordon has
served with the 6th Battalion as a
Platoon Commander, and the 3rd
LTCOL Travis Gordon
Battalion as a Company Second
-in-Command, Adjutant and Company Commander.
As a staff officer, Lieutenant Colonel Gordon has held
appointments as a Ground Liaison Officer within the 1st
Ground Liaison Group, the Plans Branches at Headquarters Joint Operations Command and Headquarters 1st
Division / Deployable Joint Force Headquarters, and at
Army Headquarters as a Career Advisor within the Directorate of Officer Career Management – Army.
In the training environment, Lieutenant Colonel Gordon
served as a Platoon Commander at the School of Infantry, a Package Master at the Royal Military College –
Duntroon, and as the Senior Instructor for the All Corps
Majors Course at the Officer Training Wing.
Lieutenant Colonel Gordon has served three times on
operations. Lieutenant Colonel Gordon first deployed to
Baghdad in 2005-06 on Operation CATALYST as a
Watchkeeper within Headquarters Joint Task Force 633.
Lieutenant Colonel Gordon’s second deployment was in
2012 on Operation SLIPPER in Afghanistan as a Mentoring Team Commander with the 3rd Battalion Task Group.
In 2017, Lieutenant Colonel Gordon commanded Joint
Task Group 658 on Operation HANNAH in support of the
Papua New Guinea 2017 National Elections.
Lieutenant Colonel Gordon is a graduate from the Australian Command and Staff College. He has a Bachelor of
Arts degree (Management and Politics double major) and
a Master of Management Studies in Human Resource
Management from the University of New South Wales.
Lieutenant Colonel Gordon also has Master of Military
and Defence Studies from the Australian National University. Lieutenant Colonel Gordon received a Training Commander Silver Commendation whilst a Package Master at
Duntroon and the Chief of Defence Force prize for outstanding leadership at Staff College.
Lieutenant Colonel Gordon is married to Belinda and they
have two children, Griffin and Gracyn. Lieutenant Colonel
Gordon’s spare time is spent largely devoted to his young
family, with reading, surfing and supporting the Wallabies
occurring when permitted by his children.

BRAVO COMPANY REPORT
The second half of the Calendar year saw a shift in focus
for Bravo. Two major Exercises greeted the Company at
the start of the long-awaited reset phase after six months
of Ready Combat Team (RCT) duties. The first was Exercise Talisman Sabre North (EXTS(N)), a BDE-led offen-

BRAVO COMPANY REPORT - Cont.
sive operation which comprised of an Air Point of Departure (APOD) seizure and north-south clearance of the
Mount Bundey Training area to the Urban Operations
Training Facility (UOTF).
For this Exercise, 5 PL was exchanged to the Marine Rotational Force-Darwin (MRF-D) Company, while LT
Hunter Dixon and his platoon were attached. The Exercise allowed members of B Coy to intimately work with
the Marines, to compare strengths and weaknesses and
to solidify the Unit’s ongoing relationship with the USMC.
This Exercise was also the first time Bravo was operating
as a completely motorised Company. New Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) and Tactics, Techniques and
Procedures (TTP) were developed prior to departing, and
refined on the ground. Our increased mobility forced the
Enemy onto the back foot from the start and resulted in
them changing their TTPs to rely solely on roadway ambushes.

B Coy Sect completes the Obstacle Course.

The Company operated as independent Platoons for the
majority of the Exercise, but consolidated for a night-time
dismounted insertion through an extensive creek system
for a Company assault. With an Australian platoon forward left, and the MRF-D platoon forward right – it was
easy to see from my position the difference in the individual soldiers each country produces. The Marines are
without question tough and resilient – but individual skills
and soldier discipline is where the Australian digger
shines through. We would later use this to our advantage
when we faced off with them in Exercise Koolendong.
The conclusion of EXTS(N) saw a Battalion seizure of the
UOTF, with Bravo assaulting the southern side of the
town. Interoperability with the MRF-D platoon was tested
during the final phase, with the Marine platoon showing
their aggression and speed in the close assault.
With the conclusion of the Field Training Exercise (FTX),
the Battalion transitioned into the Live Fire Exercise (LFX)
component of Talisman Sabre. Sections and platoons
were tasked to construct and be tested in complex field
ranges by day and by night. The conclusion of the LFX
saw the rest of the Battalion return to barracks – while
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Bravo Company remained to take part in Exercise Koolendong.
EX Koolendong was an Exercise unlike any members of
Bravo had ever experienced. Under the Command and
Control (C2) of the MRF-D, a movement box was drawn
on a map. Bravo Company 5 RAR, Kilo Company and
India Company from MRF-D were told to enter the box,
and seek out and destroy the opposing Companies. A
small element of SPT Company remained behind to support Bravo: a sniper pair, recon patrol, section of mortars
and a Direct Fire Support Weapons (DFSW) section.
Joining the fray was a platoon of French Foreign Legion
soldiers who joined with Kilo Company. The already larger USMC Companies were getting even bigger.

Defensive Position (MDP). With two days to prepare, and
engineer support, the Bravo MDP was formidable. Notional pre-H (prior to commencement of the Operation)
fires awoke the Company in the early hours of the third
day and allowed us to prepare for the anticipated assault.
The Coy Offensive Support (OS) fire plan was enacted
and effectively decimated the advancing forces. The battle broke down as adjudicators couldn’t keep up with the
multiple manoeuvre elements on the feature, however
with an effective withdraw from five platoon, a counterpenetration into their position from four platoon, and six
platoon sweeping around the bottom of the feature into
the enemy HQ elements in their FUP – the OC was very
happy with how well the Company performed.

The first step was to find the enemy. Recon and snipers
were given their Notifiable Area of Interest (NAI), and the
rifle platoons were cut their Area of Operations (AO). With
four and five platoon exploiting far into enemy territory
with no resistance or sign of the enemy, it was mortars
and six platoon on Rear Area Security Operation (RASO)
tasks that were hit first. Not long after, recon were compromised and subsequently destroyed on the other side
of the AO. It appeared that we had just started a fight on
two fronts. With the USMC using their thermal enabled
drone, they immediately started searching for our surfaces and gaps, looking to end the fight before it could even
begin.
The first major contact occurred on the third day, when
Four platoon lit a campfire and threw MRE heaters into
the scrub to attract the Unmanned Arial Vehicle (UAV). A
few hours later, and the French platoon conducted an
assault onto the empty camp grounds, and were ambushed in the open. The rest of the platoon conducted a
flanking assault on the withdrawing enemy – the added
protection and mobility of the Protected Mobility Vehicles
(PMVs), and with the lack of Anti-Tank (AT) weapon systems from the French allowed the platoon to rapidly pursue the French for a kilometre before going firm on a feature overlooking Kilo Company’s position.
During this time, six platoon was hardening the UOTF in
preparation for an expected attack, while five platoon continued to ambush all vehicles trying to use the roadways.
Eventually, after a full day, four platoon was pushed off its
position and withdrew back to the UOTF – but not before
resupplying Kilo Company with much needed water; another advantage of the PMVs.
The Company reconsolidated at the UOTF for the evening, but at stand-to, India Company launched an impressive assault on the town. With six platoon holding the
UOTF thanks to their significant obstacle belt and preparations, and four and five platoon defending the Forward
Operating Base (FOB), the assaulting forces were effectively neutralised. After a quick reset, the Company was
back on the offense with the capture of three recon patrols and minor contacts for the remainder of the two
days.
This ended the first phase of the Exercise, with a switch
to Def Ops seeing the Company being allocated a Main

B Coy's LCPL Barbera.

With the rest of the day to recover and plan for our assault on the Enemy MDP, we stepped off at last light and
dropped several kilometres short of our Form Up Position
(FUP). A long dismounted approach and silent insertion
into our Assembly Area (AA) enabled the recon patrol
and the OC to conduct a close target reconnaissance of
the Enemy position. The recon party were able to walk
straight into the position and identify ideal axis of assault,
obstacles and the terrain we were to encounter.
While our clandestine approach had worked up until this
point, the occupation of the FUP must have drawn the
attention of the Enemy; as we crossed the Line of Departure (LD) just before dawn, a dozen Night Aiming Devices
(NAD) turned on and two 50. Cal machine guns begin to
fire down onto our approach. A hard fought battle saw the
sections exploit to the top of the feature, but due to the
MRF-D having significantly more manpower, we culminated there.
Koolendong played host to a plethora of opportunities for
commanders at all levels to exercise initiative, be creative, and deal with a real, evolving enemy.
After six months of Ready Combat Team (RCT), and two
major field exercises, Bravo Company was granted a well
-deserved period of leave through August before returning in September for a swathe of international engagement opportunities.
(Continued on page 8)
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CHARLIE COMPANY REPORT - Cont.

(Continued from page 7)
After a last minute shuffle from Army HQ with 2 Cav, 5
RAR was granted Task Group Taji 6 (TGT-6) rotation.
Under the leadership of LT Wright and SGT Ashley, a
platoon of Bravo’s best were selected to detach under
Major Dale for the Iraq trip.

leave. Arriving refreshed and reinvigorated for duty in mid
-August, the soldiers were deployed to the Cultana Training Area in South Australia. The Company was tasked
with providing non-platform support to the Royal Military
College–Duntroon (RMC–D), playing enemy party and
providing
tactical
instruction to the
future leaders. Of
particular
note,
CPL Whale and
PTE Gale provided
excellent support
and advice on the
effects and employment of Direct Fire
Support Weapons
(DFSW) to the Staff
Cadets. As a consequence of the
two soldiers expertise the Trainees’
learning was greatly enhanced.

Simultaneously, the Company Command group was deployed to Jakarta for EX AUSINDO RHINO, a training
contingent to prepare the TNI for the start of EX WIRRA
JAYA. A Platoon, led by LT Pullinen, was deployed with
Delta Company to take part in the international Exercise.
The experience was a worthwhile look at one of our closest geographical partners and their military.
Back home, and the remainder of the Company was conducting significant motorisation training and fulfilling enemy party roles for Junior Leadership Course (JLC) and
Subject 2 Corporal Course (SUBJ 2 CPL). Preparations
had begun for EX TIGERS CHALLENGE with the Company’s champion section training and rehearsing on the
obstacle course, and blood week teams being organised.
The rehearsing was not in vain, as CPL Dinon and his
section came first in the competition, putting Bravo in a
good position for success in the 2017 Champion Company race.
The second half of 2017 was a good chance for Bravo
Company to realign after a fairly tumultuous start to the
year. It saw the company get back to good training and
achieving milestones for the Battalion in the international
engagement space. We spearheaded the motorised capability for the Battalion, and are looking to set the benchmark for motorisation TTPs with our NCOs returning from
the PMV crew commander’s course.
LT SJ Cross
OC 4PL, Bravo Coy

CHARLIE COMPANY REPORT
Following their deployment in Iraq as part of Task Group
Taji – IV, the soldiers and officers of Charlie Company
returned to Darwin to begin a period of well-deserved

Charlie Company
continues to invest
in the professional
development of its
soldiers regardless
of rank or experience. Whilst the
Aaron Brady and his moustache
more senior sol- PTE
work with TNI soldiers on the obstacle
diers of the Com- course
pany were busy
supporting RMC–D, two sections of new soldiers fresh
from Initial Employment Training at the School of Infantry
in Singleton deployed to the field for Exercise TALISMAN
SABRE. The exercise is Army’s premiere Brigade-level
exercise and involves over 30,000 Australian and US defence personnel. The exercise included United States
Marines from 3rd Battalion, 4th Marine Regiment, who
share Robertson Barracks with the Battalion as part of the
Marine Rotational Force – Darwin.
The second half of 2017 has also seen the Company’s
senior soldiers and NCOs attend promotion and specialist
courses. This training holds the Company in good stead
as it prepares to integrate itself into a motorised Battalion.
Moreover, the Company has been well represented within
the Regiment due to the performance of its soldiers on
course, whose enthusiasm and professionalism brings
credit upon the Company and the Battalion. Special mention goes to LCPL D Tanner, who was awarded the Soldier of Merit on his Subject 2 for Corporal course. Congratulations Dylan.

PTE Jeremy Bangel provides feedback to a TNI soldier during Airsoft training.

The Company has also contributed to Australia’s strategic
partnership with Indonesia when a Section travelled with
Delta Company to Bandung in Indonesia to take part in
Exercise WIRIJAYA in September. This was a welcome
change from the rigours of soldiering in the Northern Territory. A party of Indonesian officers and SNCOs returned
(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)
the favour in October, taking advantage of the Battalion’s
new Combat Skills Development Area and Airsoft training
aids. Needless to say the Indonesians were impressed
both by our hospitality, and our ability to manoeuvre in the
urban environment.

tional Force Darwin (MRF-D) and the 25th Infantry Division (United States Army).

In other news PTE Borgono and PTE Jones represented
the Battalion as members of the 1st Brigade AFL team.
Each man made substantial contributions to the team.
PTE Borgono impressed with his ability to instigate attacks off half back, whilst PTE Jones stood tall in the ruck,
floating down the field to bolster the attack on half forward. Even more impressively, CPL Pearson continues to
represent Army in rugby union, playing on the wing and at
full back.
Lastly, congratulations to PTE Bangel and PTE Thapa.
PTE Bangel has married Miss Shaelee Isenberg on the
23rd of September in Sydney surrounded by friends and
family. Although PTE Thapa was legally married in March
to Miss Supriya Upreti, the wedding itself was held in Sydney over two days in late September. The 153 guests
were treated to a traditional Nepalese Hindu ceremony on
the first day, with the festivities continuing into the next
day. Charlie Company wishes PTE Thapa well for the return Nepalese leg in Kathmandu where 700 people are
expected to be in attendance. PTE Thapa met his wife
whilst using the cable machine at the gym, proving that
size is not the only prize.
All in all, a good showing for the Company and a strong
foundation as we prepare for commencement of motorised operations in 2018.
LT Chris Thorburn

DELTA COMPANY REPORT
The highlights of 2017 for Delta Company were Exercises
Southern Jackaroo, Talisman Sabre and Wirra Jaya.
Exercise Southern Jackaroo for Delta Company was an
experience and opportunity to be able to interoperate with
not one but three foreign armed forces. This exercise was
a multi- national Exercise that consisted of the Japanese
Ground Self Defence Force, United States Marine Rota-

Delta Company had a variety of objectives to meet and
achieve, with one platoon attached to the Japanese
Ground Self Defence Force; working alongside them executing set objectives. The Japanese force worked extremely well alongside the company, developing longlasting relationships. Exercise Southern Jackaroo finished off with Live Fire Section Attacks and culminating in
a Combat Team Defensive Live Fire Exercise.

D Coy Section completes winning obstacle course run.

Delta Company then participated in Exercise Talisman
Sabre North 2017, a highlight for the Reaper Company.
Delta Company in conjunction with MRF-D MV-22 Osprey helicopters, led and executed Air Mobility Operations clearing and securing multiple objectives culminating in an Urban Clearance. The main mission of the exercise was to first seize and then later hold a key strategic
position in this case being an airfield.
Delta Company started the exercise with a mission to
secure the airfield at Mt Bundy training ground using MV22 Ospreys that were departing from RAAF base Darwin
to the airfield. Once the company landed each platoon
was given a task to clear areas surrounding the airfield IO
for Bravo Coy with US Marine attachment’s (MRF-D) to
establish security. Throughout the exercise Delta Coy
were given various objectives to accomplish in the effort
to clear the Area of Operation (AO) of enemy by utilising
dismounted patrols. This effort was culminated into an
urban clearance which was accomplished successfully.
After Delta Company had successfully completed Exercise Talisman Sabre and had returned from a leave
break, the company looked to regain their focus to finish
off strong for the final challenge ahead; Exercise Wirra
Jaya 2017 in Indonesia.
In September, Delta Company and attachments deployed
and arrived in Bandung Airport west of Ciputat, location
of the Indonesian Infantry Centre; where the Indonesian
201st Mechanised Infantry Battalion were waiting for our
arrival.

LCPL Barbera on Ex Talisman Sabre.

Exercise Wirra Jaya was an opportunity to develop relations with the Indonesian Army by participating in various
activities that developed rapport whilst also providing
(Continued on page 10)
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friendly competition. The activities focused on each nation’s soldiers demonstrating basic soldiering skills and to
provide basic insight for our Indonesian counterparts our
capabilities. These activities included, but not limited to;
Mechanized Operations, Urban Clearances, Combat
Shooting.

saw DFSW platoon grow in experience and capability. It
is of note that both the Detachment (Det) commander
CPL Allen and 2IC LCPL Roberts are to be highly commended for their work in adaptability to the chaotic nature
of the tasking’s as well as their ability to provide accurate
information up the chain of command and utilise the sections capability for maximum effect on the ground.
19th – 29th May Exercise Southern Jackaroo
DFSW’s second exercise for the year was a live fire activity were the platoon was given the opportunity to conduct
platoon training independent of the rest of SPT and Rifle
Coys. There was no tactical phase to this exercise as it
planned to give the Battalion time to build up confidence
and proficiency in live fire environment. We got great
time on our tools, conducting practices of 12.7mm Heavy
Machine Gun (HMG) gun lines and Extended Range Machine Gun (ERMG) as well as becoming qualified in the
new Mk47 Automatic Grenade Launcher (AGL) system.
The numerous day and night shoots greatly increased the
Platoon’s efficiency in the direct fire support role as well
as boosting the unit morale and cohesion.
22nd June – 6th July Exercise Talisman sabre
DFSW was deployed as a platoon for exercise Talisman
Sabre. 64 was tasked to provide an Extended Rage Machine Gun (ERMG) and direct fire capability on the defensive position. 64 conducted fire missions utilising the
12.7mm and the Mk47 alongside the USMC Heavy
Weapons call signs, enhancing multi-national capability
and interoperability. Following a fire on the Mk47 gun line
64 caused by rifle company 84mm illumination rounds not
hitting their mark, DFSW swiftly and professionally collapsed the line before the raging inferno could cause the
40mm ammunition to ignite and endanger our position
further. Losing only one casualty, a Mk47 tarp, DFSW
remained combat effective for the remainder of the exercise.
Following Exercise Talisman Sabre DFSW platoon was
involved in the multi-national exercise Exercise Koolendong with the USMC and opposing elements of the
French Armed Forces New Caledonia. Again the lads
performed to a high standard reflecting the professionalism and hardworking ethos of the platoon.
Concurrently the platoon has had to provide members for
short notice tasking and courses throughout the year in
which the boys have excelled and brought back a greater
capability to the platoon.
All in all it has been a challenging and strong year for the
boys, with hard exercise and lads stepping up into command roles. Meeting each exercise head on DFSW platoon has grown as a battalion capability with the influx of
new blood who are keen and eager to get the job done.
CPL Ethan Tocknell

The Exercise culminated in a joint Urban Clearance, and
combined elements of mechanised and urban operations.
Platoons were exchanged between the TNI and Delta
Company to demonstrate interoperability. Although the
language barrier proved a major hurdle, the urban objective was successfully cleared and secured.
Exercise Wirra Jaya provided a good experience and insight into the Indonesian Army and their abilities to operate on a Mechanised Platform.
Overall, Delta Company has enjoyed a busy and productive year. Exercises Southern Jackaroo, Talisman Sabre
and Wirra Jaya were great experiences for the soldiers
and officers of the Company and 2018 is shaping to be
just as busy and exciting.
Fear The Reaper
LT K Tang

SUPPORT COMPANY REPORT
DEFENCE FIRE SUPPORT WEAPONS SECTION
th

6 – 31st March, EX Polygon
64A was attached to Bravo Company during the conduct
of Exercise Polygon, based in Townsville. Using our antiarmour suite of weapon systems including the Javelin
64A brought a decisive anti-armour capability which the
commanding elements of Bravo Company employed to
their maximum potential and lethality. Following the insertion into the Area of Operations (AO) utilising Multi-Role
Helicopters 90 (MRH90) the company sized battlegroup
advanced on foot to its first ground objective. Separating
from the main element and utilising a section from bravo
company to provide security 64A’s mission was to establish Anti-armour ambush locations by night to interdict
enemy BTR’s (Armoured Personal Carrier) and BMP’s
(Infantry Fighting Vehicles) as well as provide observation
posts to provide battle field commentary and forward
screens for the rest of the command team. Throughout
the conduct of the exercise 64A marched throughout the
AO carrying in excess of 40kg and met its objectives on
time and destroyed up to 12 enemy Armoured Fighting
Vehicles (AFV) allowing the rest of the battlegroup to secure their objectives on the ground without the threat of
enemy armour suppressing their advance and provided
effective battlefield commentary. 64A also helped friendly
call signs to de conflict within the AO as well as guide
these call signs to interdict enemy elements through use
of the javelin Command Launch Unit (CLU) optic and
Obersvation Posts (OP) This exercise saw some of the
most challenging work for DFSW platoon this year, including heavy loads to be carried over great distances as
well as meeting mission critical timings which the platoon
excelled at. All in all this exercise was demanding and

LOGISTICS COMPANY REPORT
Logistics Company has achieved a lot to enhance the
capability of the Battalion. The work of the soldiers has
been invaluable and has provided results that were not
thought possible at first glance.
(Continued on page 11)
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(Continued from page 10)
Logistics Company worked hard during Exercise Talisman Sabre meeting the Battalion’s logistics requirements. The Company was provided the opportunity to
enhance the Battalion’s anti-armour and high explosives
capability. Those who deployed on the exercise were
able to be qualified proving the company would come to
the battle prepared. The start of July saw the 1st Brigade
move into Reset. In August, Logistics Company took a
well-earned rest during the extended reduced tempo
period, providing the well-worn soldiers some respite
before the road to December.
Following the reduced tempo period saw an increase in
activity for Logistics Company. With the digitalisation
and motorisation of the 5th Battalion coming ever closer
it was imperative the Company remained vigilant and
focused on the commander’s intent. There was receipting PMVs, preparing vehicles for drivers courses, preparing the warehouses for the Commanding Officer’s
handover stocktake, readying vehicles to be sent to be
digitised, enabling the disposal of the Battalion’s legacy
B-vehicle fleet of Unimogs and Land-Rovers, and beginning the receipt of the new fleet of Land 121 vehicles to
name only a few of the tasks. The members of Logisitics
Company were proven equal to the task at hand.

Log Coy soldier firing a 66mm Rocket during HE Weaons Training.

Another key activity Logistics Company was able to support was Exercise Wirra Jaya, an international engagement with the Indonesian Army. Craftsman Jack Downie
and Craftsman Austin Wright, both Fitter Armourers, were
afforded the privilege to represent Logistics Company and
the 5th Battalion in Indonesia. While imbedded into the
rifle company carrying out duties as a rifleman they were
able to provide support with any weapon related issues.
Both soldiers performed to a great standard and have
opened opportunities to future Logistics Company personnel to attend in the future.
Logistics Company has worked tirelessly to enable the
Battalion’s exercises and activities throughout the year.
2018 will be another challenge once the Battalion is fully
motorised and has been issued all Land 121 platforms.
There have been many challenges faced and overcome
due to the hard working craftsmen, storemen, and drivers
of Logistics Company. Logistics Company has proven
they will execute the mission with skill and fighting spirit.
Lt W Lavery

5 RAR receives new Land 121 platforms: Mann Vehicle Suite.

With Reset came new priorities for the Company. One of
these priorities being individual courses, building our
capability; our people. Logistics Company relies heavily
on skilled individuals to be able to bring the warrior his
weapon. The Company prepared soldiers to attend the
series of Land 121 driving and maintenance courses
which were required to enable the effective employment
of the new platforms. In late October the 5th Battalion
saw the start of the new fleet of vehicles roll into the unit,
moving forward with modernising the Battalion.

Log Coy Embus US Osprey on EX Talisman Sabre North.

It is my sincere hope that all
members of 5 RAR, the Association and their families enjoy a
safe and Happy Christmas and
New Year for 2018.
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BACK TO PHOUC TUY PROVINCE

I have been thinking about visiting Vietnam for a number
of years, but as time came to book I backed down. Last
year I took a cruise through Asia with my wife Marian and
it stopped at Ho Chi Minh City for five hours and I said
that I might not get off the ship. When the ship berthed at
the port I decided to go ashore. It was quite an experience getting on to the shore as at the other end was a
soldier in greens with red stars on his hat and holding an
AK47 assault rifle. Which was rather disturbing, however
the time ashore was not as bad as I imagined.
After returning to Australia I spoke to many people about
making the journey back and lots of people gave me
maps and photos for future reference. So after 50 years I
returned to Vietnam with my son Stephen. After I had
booked I found that Russell and Audrey Briggs and Val
and Bill Hunt were going at the same time, so I became
calmer being backed up by 5 RAR veterans and Stephen.

went up to Nui Dat and surrounding areas. It had been
raining most days since we arrived and where I made the
mistake of not wearing hiking boots as when we walked
into the rubber plantation there were rivers of water running through and mud up to my ankles. This brought back
memories of when we arrived in 1966 and slept in the
mud and rain for the two years we were there.
I would like to thank Peter Taylor and Chau for looking
after us so well and making the tour so special. People do
not realise what they do for charity, providing clothes for
school children, and building houses for the needy and
providing food parcels for low income families. Also I

We all arrived safely and spent the night in Ho Chi Minh
City till the next day when we caught the ferry to Vung
Tau. We got a thorough drenching getting both on the
ferry and off at the other end. Welcome to Vietnam!!!!!!
We went down to Belly’s Bar, which had great food and
cold beers and to meet the great man Belly’s. They hold
regular raffles and donate it to schools and the needy.
Great job they do!!!
We caught up with Peter Taylor ex-D Coy 5 RAR second
tour that lives there permanently with his partner Chau.
He is President of the Vung Tau Veterans and Friends
Children's Fund. They conduct tours of Vung Tau and Nui
Dat.

The Vietnamese Unit Commander and Russell

would like to thank Tony Keddey from Down Under Bar,
He is the owner and a former Vietnam veteran from 1
Field Regiment, it is a good place to catch up with mates
and have a cold beer.
Last but not least are Audrey and Russell who purchased
food to distribute to the poor people which included 25kg
of rice, cooking oils, sugar and noodle’s and other items
too numerous to name. The Captain from the Army Unit,
which I think was 33rd Regiment (NVA), lined up people
and checked their name off. One of those women was a
young girl hiding in tunnels when D Coy, 5 RAR, entered
the village in June 1969.
Alan, Bill and Russell at Nui Dat

The next day Peter took us on the Vung Tau tour which
was amazing as they have done so much work it was
unrecognisable from what we knew.
We all stayed at the Grand Hotel, the hotel is great and I
can recommend this to any one visiting.
The following days we visited the Long Tan cross, the
church in Binh Ba. Many of us including myself from
Charlie Coy 1st tour had a service in there. Next day we

Another person I almost forgot is Jason Fenech who has
gathered memorabilia and runs a school for children who
do not have a birth certificate and cannot attend a government school. We all left donations for them as we left.
I am so glad that I took my son there as it opened up his
eyes to what we went through.
Alan McNulty DCM
5 RAR 1966-67 and 1969
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A CROSS TO REMEMBER
A small group of C Company 1st Tour Veterans attended
the Long Tan Memorial service in Bendigo this year.
Some of us stayed a couple of nights at John and Lyn
Bilston’s home in Heathcote, VIC.
On the morning prior to attending the Bendigo service, we
gathered in John’s shed where he has constructed a Vietnam Memorial wall.
A recent addition to the wall is a white wooden cross. Five
hundred crosses were made by the VVAA (Vic) in
memory of all those who fell in Vietnam. Each cross bearing the name of a serviceman killed in the Vietnam War.
As there were no next of kin to claim CAPT Robert ’Bob’
Milligan’s (2IC C Coy, KIA 14 Feb 1967) cross, John was
offered the cross. John was Capt Milligan’s batman during the war and he gratefully accepted the cross.
After solemnly paying our respects to Captain Milligan,
we travelled to Bendigo to attend the Long Tan memorial
service.
John has suggested his door is always open to any Vets
travelling through Heathcote and there is no need to bring
anything i.e. food or grog. If he is not home the key will be
under the mat.
Dave ‘Stretch’ Bryan
8 Platoon, 1966-67

I WAS A ‘BABY BOOMER’
I was probably typical of a kid in the 1960's. We all had
different upbringings, but had many similarities. Our parents married at around the end of World War II, had their
families in the late forties / early fifties, used their War
Service loans to build their first homes, had limited incomes, but sustained family values.
I had to be home before dark each day (but having a bit
of a swim, letting the tyres down on the bike before getting home, creating a "whopper" to avoid being in trouble
for being late, etc, etc,) was a part of our upbringing. I
did, however, know that I had to set the table for dinner,
attend the meal, display manners, and wash up afterwards. Whilst I was still quite young, my parents bought
a country hotel, and I had to assist with the running of the
business, despite 150km daily on a school bus.
All this got a bit boring as our generation entered the
workforce. Then one day, the idea occurred to join the
Army. If the old man did it, I can too. I went to the Recruiting Office in Perth, was "encouraged" to sign up as
soon as possible, and in October 1967, aged 18, found
myself at Kapooka. Didn't even repay the old man for the
car he bought me, despite my promises to him ... Gave it
to Mum when I left.
What a shock! The sergeants and corporals barking at
me, questioning of my heritage, the haircut, regular use of
boot polish, washing, ironing, mess queues, more barking
from sergeants and corporals, PT, another haircut, drill,
weapons training, letters to and from home, and all the
while there were 47 others to keep me company. That
stopped the home sickness.
After ten weeks, on a bus to Ingleburn, for Infantry Corps
training. The first trip to Sydney - another shock! A rundown camp, provided solely for the purpose of pushing
out infantry soldiers. Real sausage-factory stuff. Sydney
itself was a real eye-opener to blokes like me, from country West Australia.
Ten more weeks, then a posting to 5 RAR. I had made
it! I can still remember the jubilation of our platoon when
told we were going to 5 RAR.
We marched in on a Friday, started a signals course the
next Sunday, went to Canberra for a Guard of Honour the
following Saturday, came back a week later, resumed the
course, and then spent the rest of 1968 training for war.
February 1969 saw us in Vietnam. History and the 5
RAR Association website relates the rest of this story. We served our Battalion, the Regiment, and our
Country.

L-R: Dave Riik, John Bilston, the Cross, Syd Shore and Stretch

Tiger Tales is printed and distributed,
for 5 RAR Association, by The Pack
Factory, 169A Penshurst St, BEVERLEY HILLS, NSW, 2209. Graeme Tooth,
the principal of The Pack Factory, is a
veteran of 5 RAR’s 1969-70 tour of
South Vietnam.

Most of us married, and established our own families after
Vietnam. It is these people
who have given us the support
and understanding, and to
whom we owe the greatest
debt.
Who would want a better life?
Don Harrod
C Company 1969-70
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This year for Vietnam Veterans Day we did not travel to
Mandurah as we usually do. The Committee decided to
have the function in the city so not too much travelling.
The 43 Below which is our normal Function Room was
quite busy surprisingly for a Friday, but 50 Tigers and
partners soon had the place jumping.

The Tassie Tigers are far from extinct as we will be gathering at the Campbell Town Hotel on Wednesday 6th December for a Christmas Luncheon - numbers attending
are very good.

Sandra Gastev the Licensee charged our members $10 a
head for finger food, there was so much spread out we
had to tell her to cease. Thanks to Steve and Sandra and
all their staff for a fantastic Day.
A big thank you to Darryl Lovell for his time and hard
work. A small service was held to honour our soldiers,
then Darryl read out the names, ages and a history of
their deaths. This gave us time to remember and reflect
on their service. John Burridge recited the Ode, which he
does so well, we had to tell him "not so loud" as we didn't
want the contractors working on the roof falling off.
Overall it was a great day, despite many of our members
unable to attend due to illness. Talking to our Members
the feeling was that it was one of the best Vietnam Veterans Days we had had.
Again thanks to Darrell Lovell for giving more meaning to
our service.
It was good to see Peter Manucci there, Peter served with
103 Field Battery but was attached to 5 RAR in 1966/67
with an Forward Observation Party. He probably knows
more 5 RAR people than he does in 103 Battery. Peter
has donated a surprise gift for our Christmas Function.
Alan McNulty

The photo shown above is of myself presenting Irvine
Brooks with the prize for our State raffle held earlier in the
year. The funds raised were spent on newspaper advertisements seeking new members for the Association who
served Post-Vietnam in 5 RAR. Unfortunately we did not
get a single reply.
Merry Christmas and Best Wishes from all here on the
Apple Isle.
Kevin Mulligan

VIC
In the normal course of events I would be reporting 5
RAR’s participation at the Shrine of Remembrance on
Vietnam Veteran’s Day back in August, however this year
I was not there; I was in Canberra at the AWM to see
MAJGEN Stuart Smith pay tribute to his late father, SGT
Bernie Smith who was KIA early on 5 RAR’s second tour.
I served with CPL Bernie Smith on 5 RAR’s first tour – a
model soldier and a credit to the Army; a true credit to
Australia. Bless him and may he RIP.
Ivan Leach ad Darryl Lovell enjoy a beer.

DISCLAIMER: The 5 RAR Association, the National
Committee and the Editor take no responsibility for any
errors, omissions or inaccuracies contained in this
newsletter. Nor do they accept any liability for any loss
or damage suffered directly or indirectly from use of
information contained in this newsletter. Nor do they
warrant that articles or opinions published in this newsletter are necessarily the opinions held by the Association, the National Committee or the Editor.

Each year the RAR Association (Australia) holds a conference which goes for a few days and addresses policies
and issues that might affect serving and former members.
This year the RAR Association (Victoria Branch) hosted
the conference in Melbourne. The delegates include the
national president of each battalion as well as the state
president of RAR Association along with the Executive of
the RAR Corporation. What does this have to do with
Tiger Tales? Well, more than you might think, the National President, RAR Association (Australia) Michael von
Berg MC, OAM is an erstwhile Tiger, as is 5 RAR Association President, COL Roger Wainwright (Ret’d). The Vic-

AROUND THE STATES - Cont.

AWM LAST POST CEREMONY

VIC - Cont.
torian RAR Association President, COL John James
(Ret’d) along with Kel Ryan, RAR Association President
of the Queensland Branch are also former Tigers.
By all accounts from the participants, formal and informal,
this conference was as good as any in living memory –
due in no small measure to the assistance and hospitality
of RSL (Victoria) of which another Tiger, John Cullen
OAM is the Honorary Treasurer. We Tigers are doers.
Doug Bishop

LETTER OF APPRECIATION
MITCHELTON QLD 4053
AUSTRALIA

Colonel Roger Wainwright (Retd)
President
5 RAR Association
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On 18 August, in the Commemorative Courtyard of the
AWM, SGT Bernard ‘Bernie’ Smith was honoured with a
Last Post Ceremony. Bernie was Killed-in-Action on
March 9, 1969 while moving through a minefield near
Hoa Long.
Bernie’s service history was delivered by his son,
MAJGEN Stuart Smith, as his last official duty before his
retirement from the ADF.
The ceremony was attended by serving ADF members,
the public and members of the 5 RAR Association including members of Bernie’s Delta Company. Rod Lees and
Arthur Jackson, who were the other two Platoon Sergeants in Delta Company, laid a wreath in memory of
Bernie.
This photograph shows BRIG Colin Khan, Bernie’s family
MAJGEN Stuart Smith, Janice Smith, Edward Smith and
the Chief of Army LTGEN Angus Campbell at the conclusion of the ceremony.

3 November 2017

Dear Roger
I am writing to extend my sincere appreciation to you and all members of 5 RAR Association that supported the Last Post Ceremony
for my father, 42252 Sergeant Bernard Lyle
Smith, at the Australian War Memorial on 18
August 2017. The presence of so many 5 RAR
veterans added a special significance to the
ceremony and was sincerely appreciated by
all Smith family members. I know many serving veterans were extremely impressed to
witness you and Brigadier Colin Khan (Retd)
laying a wreath during the ceremony.
I would ask that you relay my special thanks
to Brian Budden for his assistance with the 5
RAR notes on the wreaths, Rod Lees and Arthur Jackson for placing a wreath on behalf
of Delta Company 5 RAR, and Bernie Pye for
gathering the 5 RAR veterans from the ACT
area to attend the memorial.
All 'Tigers' should be very pleased with the
manner in which they paid tribute to one of
their fellow soldiers.
Kind regards
Stuart Smith
Major General

A letter of appreciation (see left) from MAJGEN Smith, to
the Association members who attended the ceremony,
was received by Roger Wainwright.
As reported in the August issue of Tiger Tales, an AWM
Last Post Ceremony will be held in remembrance of LT
Errol ‘John’ Lee on 10 December.
John was Killed-in-Action on 11 May 1969 when his 1
Platoon came under fire from enemy forces concealed in
caves on the Nui Thi Vai hills.
Quote: “Let us be clear about 3 facts. All battles and all
wars are won in the end by the infantryman. Secondly,
the infantryman always bears the brunt. His casualties
are heavier, he suffers greater extremes of discomfort
and fatigue than the other arms. Thirdly, the art of the
infantryman is less stereotyped and far harder to acquire
in modern war than that of any other arm. The infantryman has to use initiative and intelligence in almost every
step he moves, every action he takes on the battlefield.
We ought therefore to put our men of best intelligence
and endurance into the Infantry.”
Field Marshall Lord Wavell (1945)
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IN MEMORIAM

2790951 JOHN ROBERT DALTON WINTER
9 March 1948 - 13 July 2017
PTE John Winter gave up his struggle, in Canberra on Thursday 13 July,
after being hospitalized for many
years.

54624 DENNIS CLAUDE RAINER MC
27 November 1939 - 16 August 2017

Unfortunately the details were not made known to the 5
RAR Association in time for any of our members to attend
the memorial services for John.

2LT Dennis Rainer was admitted to
hospital and lost his fight after a long
illness on Wednesday 16 August.
Dennis was OC 10 Platoon for the
duration of the tiger's 1st tour of Vietnam.
He
was
mentioned-indespatches in Jun 1966 and was
awarded the Military Cross, for his
actions on Nui Thi Vai in Oct 1966.
Dennis was a fine regimental soldier who also served with
1 RAR in Malaysia/Singapore and with SASR.
The funeral for Dennis Rainer was held at Fremantle
Cemetery East Chapel, Palmyra, WA, Friday 25 August.
Dennis’ service was attended by his service friends, 5
RAR Association members. Roger Wainwright, our Association President delivered the eulogy and 10 Platoon
member Colin Lee also paid a moving tribute.

38797 EVAN EVANS
15 February 1938 - 16 August 2017

215337 JOHN ROBERT DOHERTY
27 July 1943 - 16 August 2017

After completing his Basic and Infantry Corps training John began his Vietnam deployment with 1 ARU from
15 July 1969 He then served with 9
RAR from 6 August to 18 November
1969.
He joined 5 RAR and served in 9 Platoon, C Company
from 19 November 1969 until he returned to Australia with
the Battalion in March 1970.

CPL Evan ‘Bill’ Evans passed away
on Wednesday 16 August on the
Sunshine Coast in QLD. He had been
in nursing care for a couple of weeks.

LCPL John Doherty passed away in the
early hours of Wednesday 16 August in the
Coffs Harbour Base Hospital on the North
coast of NSW.

Bill deployed to Vietnam with 1 ARU
and was posted to 9 Platoon 5 RAR,
on 25 September 1966. On the formation of Recce Platoon, Bill applied
for, was accepted as an inaugural
member and completed his Tour in that sub-unit. He returned to Vietnam in January 1969, serving with 8 Platoon, until he was medically Returned-to-Australia in July
1969.
A Funeral service for Bill was held Tuesday 22 August at
Caloundra Crematorium, Caloundra. The service was
attended by his service mates and 5 RAR Association
members.

2207495 NEVILLE GEORGE STANTON
9 August 1944 - 25 August 2017

Nev served with Mortar Platoon, Support Company, from 8 February 1969
to 18 February 1970, the full deployment of the Battalion’s second tour of
Vietnam. He served as a storeman
and then went onto serving as a MFC
Signaller. It was in that capacity that he was involved in
the Battle of Binh Ba on 6-7 June 1969.
A memorial service for Nev was held on the 5 September,
at the Anglican Church in Coolah, NSW. His family members, battalion mates from Mortar Platoon, and 5 RAR
Association members were in attendance.
a

cremation

was

held

The Funeral Service for John was held on
Monday 28 August at Nambucca Valley Funerals, Back Street, Nambucca Heads. The
service was attended by RAR Association
members and his service mates.

42763 DAVID ROBERT ANNELLS
31 May 1943 - 12 September 2017

LCPL Neville ‘Nev’ Stanton died in
Coolah District Hospital in NSW, on
Friday 25 August.

Following the service,
Gunnedah, NSW.

John deployed to Vietnam with the Battalion
on 12 May 1966. He served as a clerk with
Battalion Headquarters. John returned to
Australia with the Battalion’s Advance Party
on 3 March 1967.

at

LCPL David ‘Dave’ Annells passed
away peacefully on Tuesday 12 September at in Joondalup Hospital, WA,
after suffering a severe illness.
Dave served with 8 Platoon, C Company from 28 April until 16 November
on the Battalion’s 1966-67 tour of
South Vietnam.
He returned to Australia, transferred
to the Royal Australian Corps of Military Police and redeployed with them to Vietnam late
1971 to early 1972.
The Funeral Service for Dave was held on the 29 September at Perth Crematoria, in Perth, WA. The Service
was attended by family, friends, military mates and 5 RAR
Association members.

IN MEMORIAM - Cont.
534852 PETER GRAEME de MASSON
26 April 1949 - 2 October 2017
PTE Peter de Masson suffered a
heart attack and passed away in the
early morning of Monday 2 October.
Peter’s deployment to South Vietnam
started on 10 August 1969 when he
was posted to 1 ARU for 12 days. He
then joined 2 Platoon, A Company, 5
RAR on 3 September 1969 and
served there until the Battalion’s return to Australia. At that time Peter was transferred to 7
RAR, to complete his tour, returning to Australia on 21
October 1970. He continued his association with the military in the Reserve and the Army Cadets organization.
Peter's Funeral Service was held on 12 October at Pinnaroo Valley Memorial Park, Padbury, WA. The service
was then followed by a graveside burial.

5 RAR MUSEUM RECEIVES
MEDALS
The medals of 2LT Dennis Rainer MC (see Obituary
page17), along with those of his grandfather, PTE William
Rainer and his father, CPL Kenneth Rainer, have been
provided ‘on loan’ to the 5 RAR Museum in Darwin.
The medals were polished and remounted by Brian Budden in the original frame that had been made by two 5
RAR 1st tour brothers, Pat and Bob Bunting. The medals
were accompanied with a framed history of the Rainer
family’s involvement in three major conflicts. Dennis's
grandfather landed at Gallipoli with the 11th Battalion AIF
whilst his father served in the SW Pacific in WW2.
During his recent visit, President Roger Wainwright outlined the history of the medals to the battalion and presented them to the CO for display in the 5RAR museum.

The Rainer family medals

The Citation for the Military Cross that he was awarded,
reads.
“On 21 October 1966, Second Lieutenant Rainer was in
command of 10 Platoon, D Company on a routine search
and destroy patrol in the Nui Thi Vai hills in Phuoc Tuy
Province South Vietnam.
His platoon was searching a foot track when the forward
elements came upon a small rice cache and then a suspected enemy sentry post. Shortly afterwards, he saw a
complex of three huts, set in an extremely rocky and
steep re-entrant. He deployed a section in a wide sweep
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to the right and led two sections astride the main track. All
the members had to move carefully through bamboo panjis which surrounded the area. He could hear voices and
the smell of food and fires. At this stage he had no idea of
what was in the village, however he crawled forward with
his two sections, to within 15 feet of the largest hut.
The right hand fire support
section opened fire. Immediately approximately ten to
twelve enemy fled out of the
large hut. They ran into the
fire of the assault section
and when the firing ceased,
the Platoon had killed ten
enemy. Approximately four
enemy fled away from the
fire and escaped to the east.
No casualties were sustained in his own platoon.
The success of the contact,
highlighted the degree of
The family’s military history.
professional proficiency that
Rainer has attained with his Platoon. His platoon strength
was only slightly larger than the number of enemy, however quite fearlessly he deployed his men in what proved
to be a perfect ambush.
Rainer had again displayed outstanding qualities of leadership and thoroughness in his duties as Platoon Commander. Because of these qualities he was able to deploy
his platoon so they could achieve such a successful contact.”

5 RAR ASSOCIATION DUES
The 5 RAR Association tri-annual membership
dues, for Veterans and Post-Vietnam Next-of-Kin
members, should have been paid on 1 March of
this year. If your dues have not been paid, then,
this issue of Tiger Tales will be the last one that
you receive.
To the right of your name on the address sheet
of this Tiger Tales, you will find a date shown.
This will tell you to when you are currently financial. If this date is shown as 2017 you are unfinancial and will need to pay $50.00 to extend
your membership up to 28 February 2020.
Post Vietnam NOKs may elect to receive the
electronic copy of Tiger Tales without cost. If
this alternative is chosen then I will need to be
informed of your decision and your preferred
email address.
If you are paying your renewal by direct bank deposit please use your Surname and Initials as the
reference.
Gary Townsend
07 5594 4780 or garyt.5 RAR@gmail.com
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PAINT ROCKS, DIG GARDENS, SWEEP ROADS

The Army has a funny way of doing things but don’t you
ever try to change it.

after having said our farewells, it was announced we
weren’t needed and back to painting rocks, ………

Due to an accident where I had a broken femur in June,
1967, after just four weeks at Battle Wing, Infantry Centre, Ingleburn, I didn’t finish my infantry training until November, 1968.

The ‘Nashos’ among us did get away before the ‘Regs,’
their turnover was faster than ours but after 9 weeks of
painting rocks, digg ……….., the Tuesday night finally
came and we were off but rather than being the fit young
infantry soldiers who’d arrived in 1 ARU in early December, we were now blowing just walking up the stairs into
the plane.

Although I had a slightly shorter right leg and a slow start,
I came through the training with ‘flying colours’ and as fit
as I’d ever been.
Posted to 1 ARU (Australian Reinforcement Unit) at Ingleburn, about a dozen of us were on the first bus to JTC,
Canungra, ‘where the hills are so steep they bent over
backwards.’

As one of the early ‘reo’s’ into the Battalion, I can recall
those first few weeks in the bush with Delta Company
were tough going but we made it – no thanks to those at
1 ARU, Ingleburn who had no thought of doing anything
but painting rocks, di…………..
John Skinner
D Company, 1969/70

6 PLATOON, B COMPANY CAIRN,
OCTOBER 1969
Nine superbly fit young Nashos and a Reg from 6 Platoon B Company (1969-70) watch pensively as names
are painted on the reverse side of the rock. The men are:
Standing L-R: Nick Cassano (KIA on 7 December 1969),
Trevor Carter. Megs Gardam, Tim Clark, Bob Hewitson,
Peter Wardrope and Gil Holmen
Squatting L-R: Terry Blackhurst,
(partially obscured) and John Cunningham
John Skinner writing home from D Company Lines at Nui Dat.

I know I’m preaching to the converted here, Canungra
was not fun and games.
We fit young infantry soldiers were placed in a group of
about 50 doing the course and among those 50 were
clerks, drivers, cooks, and all types of ‘blanket counters’
along with five Navy Clearance Divers.

Tony

Burr

This photo was taken in about mid October 1969, shortly
before B Company exchanged its position in the northeastern part of the Nui Dat rubber plantation to occupy
SAS Hill in place of D Company. The Company then embarked on Operation Kings Cross at the end of October.

The Divers had chests like Arnold Schwarzenegger, so
much time spent under water but while they were fit, most
of us could outrun them.
Funny things happened but the instructors realised the
infantry boys didn’t need the attention most of the ‘pogos’
did and when it came time for a run with full kit and rifles,
the infantry were always at the back and an M60 was given to a man in the front row.
It was amazing how quickly that M60 made its way to the
back where we ended up carrying it most of the way.
Back to Ingleburn to await our turn to fly overseas – with
nothing to do but wait – and paint rocks, dig gardens,
sweep roads and be shouted at by an ignorant temporary
corporal who at one stage decided we should all be
charged with being ‘filthily dressed’ after gardening all
morning.
He didn’t win; we did, but that’s a story for another day.
In the meantime, our fitness levels dropped away and we
started to put on weight.
Every Friday afternoon we were told to be ready to fly out
on the following Tuesday night then on Monday morning,

CORRECTION
In the ‘AWM LAST POST CEREMONIES FOR 5 RAR
MEMBERS’ article, on page 7 of the August issue of
Tiger Tales, I incorrectly stated that LT E J Lee was OC
of 9 Platoon. LT Lee was the OC of 1 Platoon and I apologise for this error.
My thanks go to William Stewart, 1 Section, 1 Platoon,
1969-70 for letting me know about the incorrect information that was published in the article.

7 PLATOON - 20th JANUARY 1970
OPERATION BONDI 2 - NUI MAY TAO
Before shaking out this morning our Arty Rep called in a
number of rounds on the rise over from us, Danny
Cakoliris said he saw 3 Nog's yesterday in that same area. Not long after Hippie spotted movement at 1730hrs,
but Danny wasn't completely sure. The Boss (OC 7 Pl)
got the Arty bloke to put a number of rounds into the area.
We shook out at 0900hrs with 3 Section leading followed
by PHQ, 1 and 2 Sections. At the next reentrant around
we harboured at the bottom and filled our water bottles,
the water was a beautiful flowing stream. Near here there
was a dead Ox that 6 RAR had shot and it stunk like hell,
the Nog's may have had the animal for milk.
On the move out, as we moved up the reentrant we came
across more signs of Nog's, we were now second Section, the Skipper got our Section out to the right flank and
move up, we came across a camping area but no bunkers. 3 Section found caves and carried out a search but
nothing was found. While 3 Section searched, our Section
went into a harbour on the high ground to the right.
Finding nothing the rest of the Platoon came through and
our Section tagged into second Section again. We proceeded to the higher ridge above us, it was very steep but
not all that high. The Platoon harboured on the ridge then
our Section minus Hicks and Blue left on a Recce, going
100 yards we came across a number of track's, we felt
they had been left by 6 RAR, they must have really
searched this area as there are so many track's but some
of course would be Nog track's.
It was lunch when we arrived back at Platoon so we got
into the tucker. After lunch 3 Section led out followed by
PHQ, 1 and 2 Sections, the Platoon followed the direction
our Section took on our Recce then headed down the
slope on one of the tracks. We followed this track some
way down the ridge but still contouring, we then came to
another reentrant, we changed direction going up the
reentrant and pretty soon hit a Nog track. We didn't follow
the track but instead went across the reentrant then headed down a little, we changed direction again and contoured around the slope following a 6 RAR track, after
250 yards we crossed the area where 6 RAR had contacted the K6 Hospital mob.
We harboured again while the Boss carried out a Recce,
after the Recce was complete the Platoon saddled up and
moved 40 yard's further down on the slope and harboured
overlooking the Noggy track. My Gun is on the right, there
is a good killing area below, and to our front there are 6
Claymores. I'm very doubtful if there will be any enemy
movement.
When Jim Reed of 3 Section was scouting going down
the slope after lunch we following behind kept on getting
listening signals, this was crapping us off as the pace was
slow, I mean crawling slow. Jim had good reason to keep
sending these signals back because
when he finally hit the track he found a
Nog pack full of gear, it seems we were
right up the clacker of a Nog. He must
have been aware that there was movement behind him, panicked and
dropped his pack.
PTE Dennis ‘Tex’ Nevins
1 Sec, 7 Platoon, 1969-70
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5 RAR D COY 1st TOUR REUNION
In August, Vietnam Vets and Partners met in Seymour,
Victoria, for their annual reunion and Vietnam Veterans
Day. Fifty two attended, coming from 5 States, with most
spending 3-4 days together to explore this town on the
banks of the Goulburn River and so rich in Military History.
We were warmly welcomed by Members of the Vietnam
Veterans Commemorative Walk and given a talk and tour
of this unique monument dedicated to all who served in
the Vietnam War.
The coach tour started with some time at the Australian
Light Horse Memorial Park and then at the Army Tank
Museum at Puckapunyal, where many moments were
shared. We then travelled through beautiful countryside to
visit three wineries in the surrounding area – Fowles,
Tahbilk and Mitchelton. Lots of talk, fun, food and drink
were enjoyed.
On Vietnam Veterans Day, at sunset on August 18, we
attended the Ceremony organised by the VVCW. A highlight was at the Remembrance Panel where lanterns were
placed by local School children to recognise the sacrifices
made by Veterans including Brendan Coupe, Leslie Farren, Robert Lubke and Graham Warburton.
After this moving ceremony we gathered for a special
dinner at the nearby Seymour Club. Frank ‘Doc’ Donovan
OAM gave us an insight into his work with Veterans with
a slideshow of some of the guys during Vietnam days. He
also sang a tribute ‘I was only nineteen’ and an emotional
one, ‘Ave Maria’ dedicated to Gerry Coret who sadly
passed away in May.

The boys at Seymour

All at the Reunion will remember their time in the ‘heart’ of
Victoria and when revisiting the area will be able to view
the pavers of all names engraved surrounded by the
Tiger!
Special thanks to all in Seymour especially the hardworking Committee members of the VVCW.
Les Kitchin and Maria Geary
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DRILL FOOT SORES GET THE BOOT

The aim of close order drill, it was said, was to instil into
the individual soldier a sense of instinctive obedience required of him at all times.
This was critical in those days when male troops marched
to combat in formation, then deployed in predetermined,
practised tactical postures to engage an enemy.
Whether they faced their foe in a square or in three ranks,
those rehearsed drills were essential in ensuring maximum fire could be brought to bear from single shot muskets, or to prevent a foe from breaching a line.
These days drill is purely ceremonial, an ancient relic restricted to basic training and occasional regimental displays.
Drill’s most passionate practitioners, drill instructors or
drillies, are without doubt the military’s prima donnas, by
one definition “a very temperamental person with an inflated view of their own talent or importance”.
Drill’s primary purpose often seemed to be to raise one’s
upper thigh until it was parallel to the ground, then drive
the lower leg and foot on to the parade ground with such
force the reverberations would be felt in North Korea.
Ancient leather footwear amplified the sound effects.
Many will recall an age
when the army’s standard footwear left a lot to
be desired, unlined
leather boots, ankle,
black with the shock
absorbent properties of
a house brick.
For physical training
and some sport, the
ubiquitous Dunlop Volley OC canvas and thermoplastic
rubber-soled sandshoe, first produced in 1939 was standard.
Although the OC stood for “orthopedically correct” they
were anything but, and were known as “pongers” for their
odour absorbing properties.
Now it seems drillies and prima donna ballerinas may
have more in common than once presumed, while standard military footwear has left a sad legacy of lifelong injury.

discharge for the past five years, more than battlefield
casualties.
Parallel US Army studies have shown the medical discharge rates for MSK have been 81 per 10,000 males per
year, rising to a staggering 140 per 10,000 females.
Dr Rawcliffe found the “unique landing techniques of footdrill combined with the lack of shock-absorbing capabilities of standard-issue footwear” were to blame for MSK
injuries in the military environment.
He recommended “recruits wear a form of shockabsorbing footwear to reduce the cyclic high-impact loading forces of foot-drill”.
It’s a no-brainer really, which is why it should be popular
with drillies.
Courtesy Ross Eastgate OAM
Editor’s Note: Ross Eastgate publishes some very interesting articles concerning ADF history, policies and veterans issues, every Thursday in the Townsville Bulletin and
also on his blogsite. His blogsite can be found online at
http://targetsdown.blogspot.com.au/

EX-TIGER KICKS THE CAN
It is not the first time that Brian Budden, ex-5 RAR first
tour 1966/67 has shown his altruistic side to the benefit of
the Trojan’s Trek Foundation (see page 1). But this time
the donation was awarded on a day to signify a memory
he wishes to commemorate. The donation marks the day
John Sweetnam 8 Pl C Coy was KIA on operations in
SVN. The envelope handed to the Foundation Chair
Moose Dunlop OAM on 23 June carries the message. Present on the occasion was Dogs Kearney OAM,
now resident in Adelaide. Moose reported that the reminiscences between the two were entertaining and thought
provoking.
The sincere thanks from the foundation were extended to
Brian for his most generous gift devoted to the welfare of
our successors.
Courtesy Trojan’s Trek Website
http://www.trojanstrek.com/2017/06/30/ex-tiger-kicks-can/

Dance-related musculoskeletal injuries (MSK) usually
result from poor or exaggerated anatomical alignment,
poor training, technical errors, unfamiliar choreography or
style, and environmental factors including flooring surfaces and theatre temperatures.
MSK among dancers are most commonly in the feet, ankle, lower leg and knees, and also in the hip, pelvis and
spine.
Recent US and British studies have shown a link between
MSK, military footwear and drill.
Dr Alex Rawcliffe from Napier University, Edinburgh has
found almost half of all British Army recruits suffer MSK
injuries during their 26-week initial training when drill
plays a prominent role.
Studies by Britain’s Ministry of Defence have revealed
MSK injuries have been the principal cause of medical

Moose Dunlop (L), B Coy 1969/70, accepts the donation from Brian
Budden (R), C Coy 1966-67.

NOTICES
MEMBERSHIP CHANGES AND ENQUIRIES
All enquiries regarding membership, or changes and
amendments to your contact details should be forwarded to:
Membership Officer, 5 RAR Association,
82/117 Palm Meadows Drive, CARRARA, QLD, 4211.
07 5594 4780 or garyt.5 RAR@gmail.com
BATTALION BIRTHDAY IN TASMANIA
The Tassie Branch of the 5 RAR Association will be celebrating our Battalion Birthday in 2018 at Bronte Park.
Bronte Park is situated in the Tasmanian Central Highlands and is approximately 3 hours from both Launceston
and Hobart.
Our host at Bronte Park Highland Cabins and Cottages is
an ex 2nd Tour soldier, Paul Cairns. Paul has been kind
enough to give us a 15% discount.
The itinerary from 28 February to 2 March is as follows:
 Wednesday - Arrive PM - BYO meet and greet BBQ
tea.
 Thursday - 0900hrs - visit Derwent Bridge Wall. This is
a hand-carved wall featuring 100 hand carved timber
panels, one metre wide by three metres high.
1200hrs - Lunch Derwent Bridge Hotel.
1830hrs - Dinner Bronte Park Chalet.
 Friday - Depart.
If you are interested in attending, bookings are needed to
be made ASAP, as most of Paul's clients are internationals and it is unlikely that any of his cabins will be available
after December. If you contact the cabins direct please
ring 03 6289 1029 and ensure they are aware you are 5
RAR.
For any inquiries please contact Kevin on 03 6427 8257 /
0417 373 024 or email me at kmccoy5 RAR@gmail.com
11th NS INTAKE REUNION
We are seeking all 11th Intake, February 1968 National
Service members for a planned 50th Anniversary Reunion, 7-9 February 2018 at Kingscliff NSW.
Please register your interest to the organizing committee:
J (Doc) Lloyd at lloyd_adapt@yahoo.com.au 0438325205
Tony van Sleeuwen tonyvs47@bigpond.com 0418308
008 - Please register early as “Time is our Enemy”.
MORTAR PLATOON - 1969/70
I am looking for your current info to put together a contact
list with the view of a possible sub unit reunion in the not
too distant future.
What I require is;
Name
Address/PO Box
Phone/Mobile
Email Address
Once I have collated the details, I will email a copy of the
list to each member with the hope of starting a reunion
discussion.
Please forward details to Lou by SMS: 0437 251 329 or
Email: guido.wagner@iinet.net.au
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BRAVO COMPANY - 1969/70
The next B Company 1969-70 reunion will be held in
Adelaide, Monday April 23rd till Friday April 27th, to coincide with ANZAC Day 2018. We have booked rooms at
the Mantra Hotel in Hindmarsh Square for accommodation, which is 400 meters from the Adelaide War Memorial, where the Dawn Service will be held, and 250 meters from the Form Up point of the march.
Welcome and Registration evening is at the RAR SA
Clubrooms 13 Beatty St Linden Park; Monday 23rd between 1730-2100 hours. Tuesday is a free day to relax
or attend the KAPYONG Day service at RAR SA
Clubrooms. Wednesday 25th ANZAC DAY with Dawn
Service, the March and post March Drinks at a nearby
hotel. Thursday will be a second free day for a quiet
recovery leading into our Reunion Dinner at the Crown
Plaza Hotel a short 200 meter walk across Hindmarsh
Square.
All members of B Company are invited to attend, especially if you have not had a chance to catch up with your
Platoon mates of 48 years ago. We are not getting any
younger in age and health so now is your chance to act
Please contact me ‘Spike’ Dwiar on 0412 644 749 or e:
spike5 RAR@gmail.com for more details, if you need
assistance.
2 PLATOON REUNION - 1969/70
Our 2018 Platoon reunion will be held at the Blue Dolphin
Holiday Park Yamba NSW, from the 26th October till Sunday the 28th.
When booking let them know that you are booking under
the TIGER 2. Please E-mail me if attending Jeff Dennis:
rar05@bigpond.com
B COMPANY REUNION - 1966/67
B Company members from the Tiger’s first tour of Vietnam 1966-67 will be holding their 2018 annual reunion
in New South Wales for the first time in a few years.
It will be a lunch event at the Ivanhoe Hotel, The Corso,
Manly Beach, from noon on Thursday, 24 May. While we
will have a special area, those attending can order their
own drinks and meal.
Before lunch meet at 11.30am at the nearby Manly War
Memorial (corner The Corso and Whistler Street) for a
few moments of remembrance.
Many attending will be staying at Manly for one or two
nights with an informal get-together at Manly Bowling
Club on the night before. One accommodation suggestion
is Manly Paradise Motel and Apartments.
The reunion has been held on this date for the past few
years as it marks the death of Errol Noack, a member of
B Company in 1966 and Fifth Battalion’s first casualty in
Vietnam. He was also the first Nasho to die in the war.
RSVPs for lunch are due by 2 April to Kerry White at kerrywhite2017@gmail.com
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DID WE WIN,

Far from being a dreadful waste, world affairs expert DR MAGNUS CLARKE argues that
the Vietnam War may have saved our region from communism.
Fifty years ago in Europe the evil of
National Socialism was tottering
towards final destruction Twenty
years ago, in Asia, the enemy communism was apparently victorious.
Phnom Penh, capital of Cambodia,
fell to the Khmer Rouge on April 17,
1975. In Vietnam, their ideological
cousins, the Vietcong, stormed into
Saigon two weeks later.
When the city fell on April 30, it brought to an effective
end the West's policy of containment and it seemed no
more than a matter of time before this red tide would flood
over Thailand, as it did later in the year for Laos.
The worst case scenario had the advance proceeding
down the Malaysian peninsula, through Indonesia even
as far as the last dominoes- Australia and New Zealand.
No one has ever called World War II a "terrible mistake"
and no one among the Allies ever declared it to be unwinnable. But this week Robert McNamara, US Secretary of
Defence between 1961 and 1968, declared Vietnam, for
the US, to have been both.
It was, said Mr McNamara, a war which the US should
never have entertained and, having realised it could not
be won, should have quit in 1963. If it had done so the
majority of America's 58,296 war casualties would not
have been suffered.
In Australia, former Prime Minister Sir John Gorton has
gone along with Mr McNamara. The war was "unjustified"
because the domino theory, on which the effort was
based, was wrong. Sir John said: "I don't believe that the
Vietnamese would have taken over Laos, Thailand or
Burma."
Shakespeare observed that "old men forget", and in 1995
it is easy for even young men to forget the circumstances
of 20 years ago. Thailand and Vietnam are becoming
economic miracles. Cambodia can become one if its traditional corruption can be put aside.
Even Laos, now joined to Thailand by Australia's gift of
the Friendship Bridge, shows signs of emerging from isolation. Malaysia is an economic driving force and Singapore has one of the highest standards of living in the
world. The region is increasingly prosperous.
In 1975, Vietnam resembled the battleground it had been
for up to 30 years. In the 10 years from 1965 450,000 had
been killed in the South; 850,000 had died in North Vietnam. There were millions of refugees and three million
were unemployed. The turmoil of the conflict also had left
one million Vietnamese drug addicts and another million
had venereal disease.
Economically, huge amounts of capital had been lost to
bombings, including 350km of destroyed railway, and
more than 400,000ha of arable land had been rendered
useless. It has been said that more bombs were dropped
on Vietnam than were used in World War II.
The re-education camps for members of the South Vietnamese regime who could not escape followed incrementally and almost benignly.

In next-door Cambodia, an insane restructuring process
was applied universally and immediately. All that was not
"Khmer" was destroyed, from English language texts to
French-designed villas. The population of Phnom Penh
was emptied into the countryside. A reign of terror began
which became the killing fields.
Back in the city itself a secondary school became known
as Tuel Sleng; it was where no confession could be
enough to stop the torture and its walls remain black with
blood The purpose of Tuel Sleng was torture for torture's
sake, and if the Khmer Rouge torturers were not judged
to show enough enthusiasm for their work they became
its victims. This was the detritus of the wars in Indochina.
Ask present-day Thais about 1975 and colour drains
from their faces. They believe they were saved from a
similar fate by their god-king Bhumibol.
For Australians, the fall of Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos,
together with what followed, is enough evidence to show
that our participation in these wars was not a "terrible
mistake". The evils opposed were at least the equal of
Nazi Germany, and Australia's 500 war dead were an
equally valid sacrifice. If that were not enough justification, the Australian policy of forward defence said we
should meet the opponent as early and as far away as
possible. It was better to defend Australia in Vietnam than
in the Northern Territory.

‘What that history should begin to
show is that Vietnam was
anything but a “terrible mistake” and
Vietnam, far from being a
war lost, was a war won’
In the mid-1990s, it seems absurd to believe –Australia
needed such a policy, but the Prime Minister, Sir Robert
Menzies, in 1965 had no doubts.
Addressing Parliament, he said: "The takeover of South
Vietnam would be a direct military threat to Australia and
all the countries of South-East Asia. It must be seen as
part of a thrust by communist China."
With the benefit of hindsight and from the secure world of
the 1990s, historical revisionism can assault the Menzies
statement as fantasy, but the evidence was otherwise in
the mid-1960s. The events in Asia were only part of the
threat from a communism then seen as monolithic.
The 20 years which preceded the Menzies statement had
seen the takeover of Eastern Europe by the Soviet Union,
at least two war-threatening crises over Berlin and the
narrow avoidance of nuclear holocaust with the Cuban
missile crisis in 1962.
In Asia, there had been the Korean War, the unbelievable
defeat of the French at Dien Bien Phu in 1954, the takeover of Tibet in 1959 and a slow nibbling by the communists at governments right across the region that needed to be resisted.
Without the resistance, such as the early British campaign in Malaya and the Vietnam War itself, an expan-

DID WE WIN- Cont.
sionist China, set to export Maoism with missionary zeal,
would have come closer to its objective of Asian domination than proved the case.
That the war in Vietnam was "lost" in 1975 was not the
point. The American-led alliance served the purpose of
providing a power-balance to China that would otherwise
have been absent. It was, in other words, the holding
agent which prevented the prophecy of the domino theory
from happening.
Without it, communist insurgents elsewhere - in Thailand
and Malaysia, for example - could have received more
support. Had that been so, Indonesia, the Philippines and
Papua New Guinea could have been as much occupied
by "communism" as they had been by the Japanese.
That it did not happen, even after the events of 1975, was
because communism fragmented -Vietnam warred with
Cambodia and China- but also· because the necessary
energy had gone. The costs of war and of making those
two new acquisitions dance to a new social tune sapped
the strength necessary for a further forward march.
But without the US and Australia in Vietnam, the Asian
map might look very different. In those terms, Vietnam
was not a defeat but a victory.
The war against Chinese expansionism was, like World
War I, a matter of attrition, of "wearing down"; and Chinese ambitions were worn down, enough. Vietnam, the
holding action, held.
A former British Prime Minister, Mr Anthony Eden, wrote
of Vietnam in 1960, that it was "the wrong war, against
the wrong man in the wrong place".
Mr Eden possibly understood that it was the right war in
the right place, but Britain wanted America's attention to
stay on Europe. Australia's other objective was to defeat
the "Edens", to keep the Americans in Asia just in case
the Indonesian domino were to fall, and again that Australian objective was met in Vietnam.
The 20 years since 1975 are enough to appreciate that
the Vietnam War was only lost in a cosmetic, temporary
sense. It was only one battle in the longer conflict of the
global Cold War.
Few would wish to dispute that the Cold War was won by
the US and its Western allies. The ending began with the
opening of the Berlin Wall in 1989; it continued with the
collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991.
In Asia, China has yet to similarly divide, but the war is
also over. China is still communist but has market socialism; Vietnam has Doe Moi, its equivalent of perestroika,
as the basis of its economic rebirth.
The Coca-Cola signs are back up again everywhere.
Across Asia, the dominant system, whatever the political
euphemisms applied to conceal it, is now capitalism, and
the Cold War is as much a matter of history as in Europe.
What that history should begin to show is that Vietnam
was anything but a "terrible mistake" and Vietnam, far
from being a war lost, was a war won.
Courtesy Sunday Herald Sun
23 April, 1995
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ROUNDS COMPLETE
In 1966, Steve Gower, a young gunner captain in the
st
101 Field Battery, was sent to Vietnam. He would serve
in what is arguably Australia’s most controversial war in
the dangerous role of forward observer with the 5th and
6th battalions of the Royal Australian Regiment. The definition of his role stated simply that he was to provide
‘timely, accurate and effective fire support’, his task to
guide the guns of the Australian artillery, sited many kilometres away, in providing deadly firepower to support the
soldiers who battled both the jungle and its shadowy inhabitants. Gower would learn quickly that the definition
omitted to mention the terror and nerve-jangling tension
of jungle warfare he was to experience as a forward observer.
In Rounds Complete, Gower describes
living the life of an infantry soldier,
tramping the ground and joining his infantry mates in a variety of operations
including search and destroy, cordon
and search, heliborne and roadprotection operations and company patrols from forward operating bases. He
describes the inevitable boredom and
monotony of the routine, contrasting this
with the heightened senses of the men as they prepared
to move forward with the ‘safety catch off’, the nervous
anticipation of what might lie ahead, the exhilaration and,
above all, the camaraderie. Gower is positive about his
time in Vietnam and, perhaps surprisingly for one who
saw action in this contentious war, is supportive of Australia's commitment, referring to the conflict as the last
time the Army was permitted the ‘unfettered, all-arms
prosecution of a war’.
Rounds Complete is a frank and compelling tribute to
men who served just as nobly as their AIF predecessors
but, until recent times, were denied their nation’s gratitude. Their fight for understanding continues.

RAID ON CELTIC WOOD
by Robert Kearney
This book holds the answer to what really happened to Australia’s ‘lost company’
at Celtic Wood on the 9th October,
1917.
It has been written by a man familiar
with battle and intimately across his subject.
Many historians and battle-field tour
guides have made comment on this operation, basing their views on pure conjecture, not analytical facts, suggesting mysterious or sinister outcomes.
The analysis by this author of the writings and opinions of
others is both incisive and surgical. Until now, the real
facts have remained shrouded in mystery.
To purchase contact—Digital Print Australia
Freecall - 1800 970 971
Editor’s Note: CPL Robert ‘Dogs’ Kearney served with 9
Platoon and was a foundation member of the Reconnaissance Platoon for 5th Battalion’s 1966-67 deployment.
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When I contemplate where Infantry was in early 2016, I am
amazed at how far the Corps
has come. Battalions were very
limited in their employability,
having had all of their organic
protected mobility located in
other elements within their Brigades. At that point in time
L400-3 (the Infantry Fighting
Vehicle) was considered by
many to be an asset that would
be owned and operated by other Units within the Formation. A
mindset was inadvertently being formed that the role of Infantry was, by default, to be
confined to dismounted operations only. This is incorrect.
Infantry will seek out and close
with the enemy by all means
available, and it will do so
whilst in direct command of
these means. Infantry will prosecute its role in an Infantry
Fighting Vehicle, a Protected
Mobility Vehicle, a helicopter, a
landing craft or by foot. Indeed,
there may be a combination of
these modes used. The environment, threat and asset availability will determine how Infantry fight.

MESSAGE FROM THE HEAD OF CORPS
bilities, including the direct
command and control of joint
forces, then what is it doing?
This cannot be achieved on the
modern battlefield without superior command and control
suites. The notion of a sub-unit
or unit headquarters being the
tactical ‘fat controller’ or just an
authority to approve release of
the tactical reserve is not
enough in the new arena – particularly if fighting a competent
and well equipped foe. Headquarters need to be able to
access additional combat power where and when it counts.
The Corps has come a very
long way in a short time as it
continues to reintegrate protected mobility, soldier combat
systems, battlefield command
systems and other enablers
into the Battalion. The real
challenge is being poised to
snatch emerging opportunities,
ready to give our Infantry the
fighting edge no matter where
the fight brings us.

For more than 100 years, Australian Infantry has proudly
served in all conflicts by winning wars, securing peace, and
At last year’s Corps ConferBRIG Justin Ellwood, DSC.
protecting the nation as part of
ence the two key questions
the Australian Defence Force.
asked were: “What is Infantry?” and “What is command?”
Of all the elements of strategic land power, it is only the
As a Corps we realised that the role of Infantry should not
Infantry that is purposefully designed as the 2 end-point
be limited by a bias for a particular mode of operation. It
of capability, supported by combined arms and joint efneeds to be able to seek out, close with and kill or capfects. Outside of war, in an era of persistent competition,
ture the enemy within urban, desert, mountain, jungle or
Infantry also contributes to national security by deterring
littoral environments. It needs to be able to command and
potential adversaries and preventing strategic miscalculafight from the range of platforms afforded it in close comtion. This requires Infantry to maintain a full spectrum of
bat. To command in this sense implies an ability to emhigh end capabilities in order to be ready for combat at all
ploy, direct and maintain all assets being employed in the
times. Being ‘operationally adaptable’, and therefore caimmediate fight. Command cannot be sub-contracted to
pable of generating a broad range of force employment
others when it comes to close combat. This selfoptions is a critical characteristic for Infantry - it must be
realisation started the amazing journey that has resulted
relevant and adaptable to win the close fight both now
in 2 RAR being designated Army’s amphibious Preand into the future.
Landing Force, 1 RAR, 5 RAR and 8/9 RAR being
BRIG JF Ellwood
equipped with organic Protected Mobility Vehicles and 3
Head of Corps Royal Australian Infantry
RAR, 7 RAR and 6 RAR being equipped with organic
M113AS4 (in preparation for L400 Phase 3).
As a Lieutenant Colonel, BRIG Justin ‘Jake’ Ellwood,
DSC, was the first Commanding Officer of the 5th BattalThis brings me to the theme of this year’s Corps Conferion, Royal Australian Regiment, when 5/7 RAR were deence: “How does Infantry maintain its primacy on the
linked and the Battalions re-joined the Australian Order of
modern battlefield?” Key to this is an ability to harness
Battle, in December 2006.
enablers into the fight in order to gain an upper hand
against the opponent. These enablers may be in the form
He has retained a close relationship with the 5 RAR Asof kinetic, non-kinetic, active and passive capabilities. The
sociation over the years and earlier this year accepted the
romanticised idea of tiny dismounted command and conposition of Co-Patron, alongside BRIG Colin Khan, DSO
trol nodes living under a hootchie at the Company and
AM, (Ret’d).
Battalion Headquarters level is becoming somewhat datThis article was previously published in the Australian
ed. If these Headquarters are not adding direct value to
Infantry Magazine, ours thanks to Big Sky Publishing for
the operation by harnessing and applying additional capatheir permission to reprint.

